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ACROSS
1. Developmental period
6. Put into effect
11. Angelico or diavolo lead-in
14. Emphasize, perhaps
15. Songwriter awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Literature
16. Cleaning aid
17. Certain no-show at reveille?
19. Ending with serpent
20. Try to locate
21. Blue Cross competitor
22. Adroit
23. Fused
24. Data-processing equipment
25. Actress Hall of "Days of Our Lives"
27. Rhyme for "scuzza me" in "That's Amore"
29. Doyenne of healthcare advocacy?
31. Watchword
33. Impulse
34. Getting multiple tattoos in a sitting?
36. Start of a Caesarean boast
37. Procrastinator's refrain
38. Orchard picking done with military precision?
40. Pass, as a parade float
44. "Cease and desist!"
45. Strain
46. 2001 sports biopic
47. RR stops
48. Where ___ (hipster's place)
51. Delight
52. Thing on Argentina's flag
53. Tool for making belts in the Cotton Belt?
55. Rock to be refined
56. Aspect ___
57. Still in effect
59. Desensitize (to)
60. Smacks

2. State capital built around Last Chance Gulch
3. Out
5. Inspect
6. Rims
7. Refusenik's refusal
8. Freed on the airwaves
9. Country with six time zones
10. It may be used with a plunger
11. Metaphoric golf slang for a buried lie in a bunker
12. Went off the leash
13. Like Bart Simpson, perpetually
18. What NASCAR's "R" stands for
22. Adjective applicable to only a few owl species
23. Making surfaces smooth, in a wood shop
24. Occasion for gathering at Stonehenge
25. Phone-booth stuffing, e.g.
26. Operatic solos
30. "The Magic Mountain" novelist
32. Two-week replacement, often
34. Lamented
35. Dojo activity
36. California county containing Oxnard and Simi Valley
38. Not so much
39. Gloria Steinem or Neil Armstrong, by birth
41. "No spoilers! I'm covering my ears!"
42. Missed a golden opportunity
43. Gives in
45. Second-deepest U.S. lake
49. Part of many ballet costumes
50. Cake-recipe verb
51. Chew like a beaver
53. Mumbai "mister"
54. Homes on wheels, briefly